
Attention to the copyrights about your doctoral thesis or dissertation

When you will receive a Doctoral Degree after April 2014, you are required to post your

doctoral thesis or dissertation on the university's web site in accordance with the Article 9 of

the Degree Regulation Ordinance (the Ordinance of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,

Science, and Technology No.9, 1953). You have to pay attention to copyrights not only when

you write your doctoral thesis or dissertation, but also when you post your thesis or

dissertation on the university's web site. Please check sufficiently.

By Copyright Law Article 32, You do not

need to obtain permission from the copyright

holder if you meet the following conditions.

a. Quotations are from a work that is already made public.

b. Their extent does not exceed that justified by purposes such

as news reporting, criticism or research.

c. The master-subordinate relationship between quotations

and other phrases is fair.

d. Quotations are clearly distinguishable by quotation marks.

e. It is necessary for your thesis to quote.

f. The cited reference is specified.

Conditions of "quotation" there is no need to obtain permission.

About the quotation.

１．For writing your doctoral thesis

About situations requiring you to obtain permission.

If you want to use the ”others’ copyrighted

work” outside the reach of the "quote" in your

paper, you need to obtain permission from the

copyright holder.

Because there is no template for obtaining

permission, please use a written form such as an

e-mail and a paper as you can, in order to avoid

later troubles. If there is a template designed by

a publisher, please use them.

a. Leave in written form as you can.

b. Describe the details of the work you want to use.（Specifically.

Which sentences, chart, or graph.）

c. State the range of permission.（reprint to the doctoral thesis,

post on a Institutional Repository）

Considerations to obtain permission from copyright holders.

２．For posting your thesis on the Internet

You have to obtain permission these

following cases not only when you publish on

your thesis but also post on a Institutional

Repository: the thesis hold "others' copyrighted

work" or you reprint the article has already

published in an academic journal as your

thesis or the thesis hold "personal information".

For example…

・When you reprint charts, graphs, or images of the

books or papers that others wrote.

※In general, it should be considered as quotation when you use

around 1 or 2 items.

・When you want to include your paper that has been

published in a journal as a part or whole of your

doctoral thesis.

etc.

About posting articles of academic journals on the Internet.

If you want to include articles that has already

been published as a part or whole of your

thesis, please check whether you can reprint

and post on a Institutional Repository or not.

There are many publishers that have

restrictions of posting on a Institutional

Repository.

① The publisher's Copyright Transfer Agreement

which you signed for submitting the article rank as

the highest priority.

②The publisher's Web site

③The Databases of Publisher copyright policies ※For

reference

For English academic Journal：SHERPA/RoMEO

https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/

Society Copyright policies in Japan：SCPJ

https://jpcoar.repo.nii.ac.jp/page/133

Tools for checking copyrights.

If you have only a little question,
please contact your doctoral adviser,
library staff or the publisher, not
leaving the questions.

What is the point to pay attention?

https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/
https://jpcoar.repo.nii.ac.jp/page/133


Could I post my article on the Internet

which published in an academic journal

as a part of thesis?

It is highly possible that your article's 

copyright has been transferred to the 

journal publisher, please check your 

"Copyright Transfer Agreement".

４．FAQ

What's "the unavoidable circumstances"?

a. It is impossible physically to post on the Internet,

because of three-dimensional shape et al.

b. You might give disadvantage to the person under the

study by posting on the Internet due to containing

"personal information" or "private information".

c. You might be disadvantaged by posting on the Internet,

because the thesis has already published in a book, or

has the plan for publishing.

d. You might be disadvantaged by posting on the Internet,

because the thesis has already published in an

academic journal, or has the plan.

e. The thesis hold "others' copyrighted work" or had

already published in a book or an academic journal, the

copyright holder refuses to post on the Internet.

f. You might be disadvantaged by post on the Internet ,

because the thesis has already applied for a patent or

has the plan.

Examples of "unavoidable circumstances"

If you have "the unavoidable circumstances",

you can post "the summary of the thesis"

instead of "the whole of the thesis" on the

Internet.

When I asked for permission for posting

the article which was published in an

academic journal on the Internet, I was

required to pay fee. Should I pay the fee?

In the case you have to pay the copyright fee

for obtaining permission, it is considered

disadvantage for you and correspond to "the

unavoidable circumstances".

How should the student respond to ?

If you have the "unavoidable circumstances",

please follow the following procedure in

principle.

５．Attention !

Please inform us your contact information
(e.g. e-mail address, phone number) after
graduation.

If you have any questions, please contact
your doctoral adviser, library staff or
the copyright holder.

Contact

△△,○○ University Library,

Tel.123-456-7890

E-mail. abc@defg.ac.jp

3．For the case you can't post on the Internet.

You offer to the institution for degree

conferment(e.g. university) that your

thesis has the unavoidable circumstances.

①

The institution approves

your offer.②

You submit "the whole of the

thesis" and "the summary of

the thesis" to the institution.

③

The summary is posted on

the Internet and the whole of

the thesis is made available

for browse by institution(e.g.

university) and the National

Diet Library.

④
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